
NKH and CGS Ink Deal to Train Up Future Leaders in Governance and Sustainability 

Passing the baton to the next generation, was how Prof Lawrence Loh, Director, Centre for 

Governance and Sustainability described a new joint education initiative between NKH 

Building Services and CGS, which would train aspiring student leaders in corporate 

governance and sustainability. To this end, an MOU was signed on 16 May 2024 between 

NKH and CGS for NKH to sponsor masterclasses for NUS undergraduates and graduates to 

the tune of $109,000. The Dean of NUS Business School and Distinguished Professor Andrew 

Rose and CGS Board Advisory member Prof Patrick Loh graced the occasion.  

“We appreciate NKH’s generosity and decision to work with CGS on this meaningful initiative. 

I am confident CGS would be able to fulfil its mandate. CGS is a fantastic institution and 

partner. We’re extremely pleased with its outreach to community, industry, with the intellectual 

engagement and research going on. We are happy to support this and heartened that you are 

too,” said the Dean. 

“We are not only aligned with CGS to train and develop future business leaders. Our company 

has an interest in sustainability due to our trade and we hope our business will continue to 

push through this sustainability. NKH Services’ sponsorship of the masterclasses underscore 

our commitment to these goals,” said Mr Johnny Ng, Executive Chairman, NKH Building 

Services. 

“The governance and sustainability masterclass is important to raise up a generation of future 

leaders who are competent in corporate governance and sustainability. This is because 

governance and sustainability will be the hallmark of all future business practices. Such 

training will become increasingly indispensable as the job market increasingly demands these 

skills. CGS is certainly raising the flag of education up high,” said Prof Patrick Loh, CGS 

Advisory Board member, CGS Senior Fellow and Chairman and Co-Founder, Singapore 

Sciences. 

 

CGS and NKH ink a new deal to train future leaders in governance and sustainability. Front row from 

left: Mr Johnny Ng, Executive Chairman, NKH Building Services and Prof Andrew K. Rose, Dean, NUS 

Business School and Distinguished Professor. Back row from left: Prof Patrick Loh, CGS Advisory 

Board Member, Chairman and Co-Founder of Singapore Sciences and SINOAGRO Group, Mrs Joanne 

Ng, Director, NKH Building Services and Prof Lawrence Loh, Director, CGS. 



“This MOU signing launches the training of future generations of aspiring student leaders to 

take the lead in corporate governance and sustainability in their future workplaces. The 

Governance and Sustainability Masterclass features interactive workshops, peer learning, 

diverse case studies and peer learning. It will be a comprehensive and immersive learning 

experience. Students will be provided invaluable insights, skills and the knowledge and tools 

needed to drive change in a complex and interconnected world,” said Prof Loh. 

Through a series of 4 masterclasses, students will be taught principles of effective 

governance, leadership, social, economic and environmental stewardship. Themes include 

policy analysis and development, stakeholder engagement and collaboration, corporate social 

responsibility and ethics. 

 

 


